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Eat & drink, better.
W&P creates modern kitchen 
products that improve the way 
we eat and drink. From morning 
coffee to lunch in the park to 
evening cocktails, we’re aiming 
to build a happy, healthy sustainable 
world beginning in every kitchen.
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Don't just take our word for it.

NAMED TOP 25FASTEST GROWINGDTC BRAND!

10k+
5 STAR

REVIEWS!
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@mydailywellness, @organizingforlife, @viedfinder, @mulhollandpost, @popcircumstance, @thisurbanretreat, @cookwith.cam, @awkdrea, @aplatsf

Love from our community of fans

@wandpdesign
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Our Community
We bring together a passionate community through engaging content 
and active conversation around our products and the latest trends in 

food and beverage.

476K
Active

Subscribers

email

 142k
Followers

instagram

Ages 25-42

demographics

Foodies, Cooking Enthusiasts, Cocktail 
& Coffee Connoisseurs, Green Living, 

Wellness Warriors, Organization Gurus, 
Style Mavens, Fashionistas, Jet Setters

affinity categories

 300+
Influencer
Partners

influencer
network

$100k- $150k

household
income

10-20 Daily
UGC Posts

brand
advocates
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X

Participate in quarterly City 
Harvest food rescue events

Raise awareness through 
website and cross channel 

marketing promos

volunteer amplify

Donate a portion of sales
to support City Harvest 
food rescue initiatives

give back

At W&P we’re passionate about food, and equally passionate about ending food insecurity. As a New York City-

based team, we want every New Yorker to have equal access to fresh, delicious and nutritious meals. Since 

1982, City Harvest has been combating food waste by redistributing fresh food to millions of New Yorkers who 

are struggling to put meals on their tables. In 2022, we're proud to continue partnering with our friends at City 

Harvest. So far this year, we have already helped rescue 37,000 pounds of food, and are on track to our goal 

of rescuing 100,000 pounds of food by the end of 2022. We are excited to continue our shared mission of 

eliminating waste in our community. W&P + City Harvest = a match made in sustainability heaven!
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New for Summer 2022

|  NEW 2022

This large tumbler and elegant glass are crafted with an edge-to-edge ceramic coating so your drink 

never touches metal and a convenient drink-through lid for sipping on-the-go. The double-walled, 

vacuum-insulated stainless steel core keeps your drinks hot or cold for hours.

 Now available in our fan-favorite terrazzo colorways!

Porter Insulated Tumbler & Insulated Glass

Porter Insulated Bottle 20 oz

Our best-selling ceramic-coated Porter Insulated Bottle is now available in our largest size 

yet - 20 oz - across all colorways.
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Let’s do lunch! This perfectly portable Lunch Box offers a generous bowl and tray to keep food crisp and

fresh — think: a salad in the bowl and a sammy in the tray. The removable tray divider keeps snacks and 

sides separate, and the silicone snap-strap secures the box tightly, making it an ideal companion for 

summer picnics and weekday commutes. This lightweight, durable box fits perfectly in your bag or purse, 

making it easy to bring instead of buy.

New for Summer 2022

Porter Lunch Box

|  NEW 2022 

Make your own pellet ice!  Easily freeze over 100 mini ice cubes per tray, perfect for mojitos, 

mint juleps, and tropical drinks. The thin tray freezes quickly and the compact, 

space-saving design is perfect for any freezer.

Pebble Ice Tray
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Dress up your craft cocktails with homemade artisanal ice that reflects the glamour of the Jazz Age. 

Featuring detailed designs inspired by the Art Nouveau movement, these decorative ice trays and single 

molds capture your attention while perfectly chilling your drink to perfection with minimal dilution. 

New for Fall 2022

Cocktail Ice Trays

|  NEW 2022 

The Drink-Through Lid offers leak-proof functionality with high design.  Twist securely on our 12 oz, 

16 oz and 20 oz Porter Insulated Bottles.  Flip-top drinking lid snaps in place when open for easy sipping 

and clips securely closed and a solid metal handle pops up for easy toting.

Drink-Through Lid
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Say Goodbye to Single-Use Plastics.

Kick disposable plastic to the curb with reusable, portable 
containers that ensure sustainable and stylish storage for every 
bite and sip. From here to there - and there to anywhere - 
innovative vessels to replace single-use plastic once and for all.
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Healthier habits.

Everyday luxury.

Beautifully designed for a better world. Choosing to bring, not buy, is better for 

consumers and the planet!

I MAKE-AND-TAKE CONTAINERS

We believe that functional products can also be fashionable. From sleek design profiles 

to matte, Instagram-ready hues, our products set a new style standard for eco-friendly 

living.

Better materials.
Featuring classic durable materials like borosilicate glass, ceramic, and premium 

silicone, all W&P products are made with the highest quality materials to 

withstand daily use.

Make-and-Take Containers
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W&P Porter Products

Drinkware

COMING SEPTEMBER 2022COMING JULY 2022

I MAKE-AND-TAKE CONTAINERS
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Accessories

NEED
ACCESS

I MAKE-AND-TAKE CONTAINERS

COMING JULY 2022

  Food Prep & Storage
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This elegant 12 oz bottle marries luxe materials and innovation. 
A double-walled, vacuum-insulated, stainless steel core is 

wrapped in premium ceramic to keep coffee hot for 12 hours and 
water refreshingly cold for 24 hours. The edge-to-edge ceramic 

coating ensures a pure, clean taste and the silicone sleeve 
makes it grippable for on-the-go hydration. Leakproof and 

designed to be tossed in your bag, this portable bottle will make 
you wish all drinkware felt like this.

6.2 x 2.9 x 2.9 Inches

Porter Insulated Bottle - 12 oz
Ceramic-Coated Stainless Steel

Perfect for on-the-go sipping, this 16 oz bottle will keep your 
smoothies iced cold or tea piping hot for hours. A double-walled, 

vacuum-insulated, stainless steel core is wrapped in edge-to-
edge, premium ceramic to ensure pure sipping with zero metallic 
aftertaste. The silicone sleeve makes it grippable for on-the-go 
and stylish hydration. Whether you’re hiking or picnicking, this 

portable, leakproof bottle will be your new favorite.

7.8 x 2.9 x 2.9 Inches

Porter Insulated Bottle - 16 oz
Ceramic-Coated Stainless Steel

Porter Insulated Glass

From the backyard to the patio to the beach, say cheers with the 
Insulated Glass. The double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless 
steel core keeps coffee hot and wine and cocktails chilled for 
hours. Crafted with an edge-to-edge ceramic coating so your 
drink never touches metal and a convenient drink-through lid, 

this elegant 11 oz glass delivers a pure, clean taste from the first 
to the last sip.

3.53 x 3.53 x 4.29 Inches

Ceramic-Coated Stainless Steel

Porter Insulated Tumbler

Enjoy the perfect sip anytime, anywhere. This stylish, large 
tumbler marries luxe materials and insulation innovation. The 

edge-to-edge ceramic coating ensures a pure, clean taste 
while the double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel 

core keeps hot coffee or iced tea just the right temp for hours. 
Crafted with a silicone sleeve for easy gripping and a convenient 

drink-through lid, this 20 oz tumbler will quickly become your 
everyday go-to.

3.52 x 3.52 x 7.20 Inches

Ceramic-Coated Stainless Steel
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9.1 x 2.9 x 2.9 Inches

Porter Insulated Bottle - 20 oz

Drink-Through Lid

Ceramic-Coated Stainless Steel

New

Our best-selling Insulated Bottle, now available in 20 oz! This
elegant bottle’s ceramic coating ensures liquids never touch
metal for a pure, clean taste. The double-walled, vacuum-

insulated stainless steel frame provides unparalleled temperature 
control (hot for 12 hours and cold for 24 hours) forthe perfect 
sip, anywhere. The sleek silicone sleeve makes it grippable for 

on-the-go and stylish hydration. Ideal for staying hydrated with 
icecold water all day, or taking hot tea and coffee on the go!

Like to sip on the go? We’ve got you. Our new flip-top drinking 
lid makes it easy to take your drink anywhere and everywhere, 

spill-free! Say hello to a comfortable and smooth sipping 
experience thanks to a perfectly contoured edge that fits snugly 

on our 12 oz, 16 oz, and 20 oz Porter Insulated Bottles - just 
twist the lid on, grab the handle, and hydrate in sustainable 

style.

REQUEST ACCESS for 
LIFESTYLE IMAGE
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Porter Glass
Glass

15 oz capacity  |  4.3 x 3.6 x 3.6 inches

Enjoy drip coffee, espresso drinks and tea on-the-go.
Crafted with durable ceramic and wrapped in protective 

matte silicone, this reusable mug is a high-quality
replacement for disposable, plastic or metal to-go mugs.

5.5 x 3.3 x 3.3 inches

Porter Mug - 16 oz
Ceramic

Enjoy drip coffee, espresso drinks, and tea on-the-go. Crafted 
with durable ceramic and wrapped with a matte silicone sleeve 

that’s grippable, soft on the hands, and prevents scratches 
on surfaces, this large, reusable mug is a high quality 

replacement for disposable to-go mugs.

Start your morning smart and reduce your eco-impact.
Crafted with durable ceramic and wrapped in protective

matte silicone, this reusable mug is a high quality
replacement for disposable, plastic or metal to-go mugs.

4.4 x 3 x 3 inches

Porter Mug - 12 oz
Ceramic

Start your morning smart and reduce your eco-impact. Crafted 
with durable ceramic and wrapped with a matte silicone sleeve 
that’s grippable, soft on the hands, and prevents scratches on 
surfaces, this reusable mug is a high quality replacement for 

disposable to-go mugs.

Enjoy wine, cocktails, or iced coffee anywhere life takes you. 
Crafted from hand-blown borosilicate glass and wrapped with 
a matte silicone sleeve that’s grippable and soft on the hands, 
these packable, practical glasses can take you from premium 

pours to the great outdoors.
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Porter Wide Mouth Bottle
Glass

16 oz capacity  | 2.8 x 2.8 x 7.3 inches

The perfect vessel for stylish and sustainable hydration. Made 
from durable borosilicate glass with a protective silicone 

sleeve & wide mouth design that makes sipping your favorite 
smoothie or iced-cold water a breeze. This infinitely reusable, 

portable bottle is a sustainable swap for disposable plastic 
bottles and your new go-to. 

Porter Bottle
Glass

20 oz capacity  |  2.8 x 2.8 x 9.3 inches

Upgrade everyday hydration. Made from durable 
borosilicate glass with a protective silicone sleeve & 

twist-off cap, this reusable bottle is a sustainable swap 
for disposable plastic bottles.
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The Storage Bag is a game changer for freezing smoothie 
ingredients, keeping sandwich meat fresh, and marinating meat 

or poultry.

I MAKE-AND-TAKE CONTAINERS

Porter Bag
Silicone

10 oz  | 7.5 x 5 x 0.5 inches 34 oz  | 7.5 x 7.5 x 0.5 inches

The Snack Bag is ideal for bringing munchies on-the-go from 
blueberries to pretzel sticks or storing half an onion or avocado.

The Sandwich Bag is perfect for holding a pb&j, packing a handful 
of chips or cookies, or storing a block of cheese.

46 oz  | 7.5 x 10 x 0.5 inches

Consumer Reports 

Editor's Pick for 

Best Silicone Food 

Storage Bag
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Porter Stand-Up Bag
Silicone

36 oz  | 5 x 7.3 x 3.5 inches 50 oz | 5 x 8.8 x 4 inches

The Stand-Up Bag is easy to load, unload, and store upright,
making it ideal for storing frozen fruits and vegetables, fresh

herbs in the fridge, and bunches of grapes. 

The Large Stand-Up Bag is ideal for holding dry grains, leftover 
chips, and frozen cookie dough balls. Easy to load, unload, and store 

upright, make the swap from single-use zip locks to this infinitely 
reusable solution

Consumer Reports 
Editor's Pick for Best Silicone Storage Bag
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Porter Bowl - Ceramic

Everyday luxury, to-go. This premium, ceramic lunch bowl 
features a protective silicone wrap and rigid plastic lid, 

secured by a snap-tight silicone strap. It’s microwave-safe and 
dishwasher-safe. Perfect for transporting your salad, grain bowl, 

or leftovers - wherever life may take you.

34 oz  |  8 x 7.5 x 3  inches

Ceramic

Porter Bowl

The ultralight lunch container. This durable, BPA-free plastic
lunch bowl features a protective silicone wrap and rigid plastic 
lid, secured by a snap-tight silicone strap. It’s microwave-safe 

and dishwasher-safe. Available in 5 stylish colors, this bowl will 
inspire you to bring instead of buy - ideal for storing leftovers or 

transporting lunch on the go, from here to there to anywhere.

34 oz  |  8 x 7.5 x 3 inches

Plastic

I MAKE-AND-TAKE CONTAINER
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8.25” x 7.25” x 3.25”

Porter Lunch Box

New

Let's do lunch! This perfectly portable lunch box offers a 
generous 4 cup bowl and 2 cup tray to keep food crisp and fresh 

— think: a salad in the bowl and a sammy in the tray. 
The lightweight, durable box fits perfectly in your bag, making it 
an ideal companion for summer picnics and weekday commutes. 
Made from soft-touch BPA-free plastic with a silicone snap-strap 

that secures the lid.

ROOM for LIFESTYLE 
IMAGE

REQUEST ACCESS 
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When you need extra capacity, upgrade to our 24 oz screw-top 
container. Crafted from durable borosilicate glass and wrapped  

in protective matte silicone, this eco-friendly alternative to  
single-use plastic is perfect for spill-prone soups and stews.

4.6 x 4.4 x 4.4 inches

Porter Seal Tight Bowl - 24 oz

Glass

From soups to snacks, leak-proof your leftovers with this screw-top 
container. Crafted from durable borosilicate glass and wrapped in 
protective matte silicone, this eco-friendly alternative to plastic 

takeout containers is designed to encourage healthier everyday habits.

3.6 x 4.4 x 4.4 inches

Porter Seal Tight Bowl - 16 oz

Glass

Porter Bottle Brush

14 x 2 x 2 inches

Silicone

Keep glasses and bottles feeling fresh. This silicone-bristled cleaning 
tool is an all-in-one solution for narrow-mouth glassware – from 

water bottles to champagne flutes to baby bottles and beyond. Soft 
bristles ensure glass is never scratched, while a handy hang tab assists 

with storing or drying when not in use. And best of all, it’s dishwasher safe 
for a true clean!
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7.5 x 2 x 0.5 inches

Porter Utensil Set

Put a fork in single-use plastic waste. This compact set of  
stainless steel silverware keeps a slim profile, while the 
silicone carrying case helps things stay clean in transit. 

Stainless Steel

Set of two  |  1.5 oz capacity  |  2.3 x 2. 3 x 1.3 inches

Porter Dressing Containers

Toppings, to-go. Pack dressing, spices, salt, and other  
seasonings in these reusable, silicone-topped containers.

Plastic
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@whitneybearr, @citycroissant, @thisurbanretreat, @theartfulcocktail, @awkdrea, @ cookwith.cam     

W&P #InTheWild

@wandpdesign
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Freezer solutions reimagined to break the mold. From bottle-friendly trays 
and cocktail-ready cubes to storage hacks and organization optimizers, 
meet all the below-zero tools to reclaim and elevate your freezer.

Freezer Solutions
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No more freezer funk.

A cube for every occasion.

Sturdy and flexible.

Each tray comes with a lid to eliminate the absorption of off-notes lingering in 

your freezer - and allows for multi-tray stacking.

From filling to chilling, our durable ice trays provide spill-free transfer to the 

freezer, and they’ll stack nicely because we always need more freezer space.

|  Freezer solutions

From slow-melting spheres and water-bottle-ready spears to perfectly measured 

cups of broth and baby food, W&P upgrades everyday eating, drinking & cooking.

Freezer Solutions
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Everyday Ice Tray Extra Large Ice Tray Sphere Ice Tray

Freezer Solutions 

Cup Cubes Freezer Tray - 4 Cup The Ice BoxCup Cubes Freezer Tray - 6 Cup
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Water Bottle Ice Tray Collins Ice Tray

Clear Ice MoldSphere Ice Mold

|  Freezer Solutions
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Crystal Cocktail Ice Tray Prism Cocktail Ice Mold

Pebble Ice Tray Ripple Cocktail Ice MoldPetal Cocktail Ice Tray

REQUEST 
ACCESS 

REQUEST 
ACCESS 

REQUEST 
ACCESS 

REQUEST 
ACCESS 

COMING AUGUST 2022COMING JUNE 2022 COMING AUGUST 2022

COMING AUGUST 2022 COMING AUGUST 2022

New
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Freeze and store up to three trays of ice at once

The Ice Box

The Ice Box freezes & stores three trays of perfect ice cubes, so 
you’ll never run out. The lid protects against freezer odors

and allows for easy stacking — remove it to use the tray as an 
elegant tableside ice bucket. It’s a better looking ice tray with 
better looking ice, so you can elevate your everyday drinking.

8.9 x 4.5 x 4.6 inches

Freeze one-cup servings of soups, broths, sauces, leftovers, and 
more with the Cup Cubes Freezer Tray! With a snap-on lid for easy 
stacking and protecting against freezer odors, an area for labeling 

date and contents on lid, and easy-to-pop-out cubes in perfect 
portions, this freezer tray makes meal prep a breeze. Whenever 
hunger strikes, pop out an individual portion for a meal, defrost, 

and eat — it couldn’t be easier.

Make perfectly portioned 8 ounce cubes

Cup Cubes Freezer Tray

4-cube tray | 7.3 x 7.3 x 3 inches
6-cube tray | 10.3 x 7.3 x 3 inches
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Everyday Ice Tray

Makes twelve 1 1/2-inch cubes

Quality cubes for your everyday beverage needs.

7.6 x 5.6 x 1.6 inches

Extra Large Ice Tray

Makes four 2 1/2-inch cubes

Larger cubes melt slowly, keeping your drink colder, longer.

6.4 x 6.4 x 2.4 inches
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Makes five 6-inch spears

Water Bottle Ice Tray

Slim, tall ice spears that fit perfectly in most water bottles.

7.4 x 5.6 x 1 Inches

Sphere Ice Tray

Makes four 2 1/2-inch spheres

Perfect spheres, ideal for chilling stiff cocktails.

6.3 x 6.3 x 2.5 inches

Makes one 2 1/2-inch sphere

Single Sphere Ice Mold

One perfect sphere for chilling stiff cocktails.

3.5 x 3.5 x 3 inches

|  Freezer Solutions

Pebble Ice Tray

Makes 100+ mini ice cubes

Perfect for mojitos, mint juleps, and tropical drinks. The thin tray 
freezes quickly and the compact, space-saving design is perfect for 

any freezer.

7.6” x 5.5” x 0.9”
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Petal Cocktail Ice Tray

Makes four 2 ½-inch spheres

Four large spheres of ice featuring a detailed overlapping design inspired 
by the Art Nouveau movement. These decorative ice molds capture your 

attention while perfectly chilling your drink to perfection with minimal 
dilution.

 6.6” x 6.6” x 3.0”

New

|  Freezer Solutions

Ripple Cocktail Ice Mold

Makes one 2 ½-inch sphere

Crafts a generous sphere in a sculptural wave pattern that melts slowly 
and evenly, chilling drinks perfectly without diluting them.

3.1” x 3.1” x 2.7”
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Prism Cocktail Ice Mold

Crystal Cocktail Ice Tray

Makes one 2 ½-inch cube

Makes four 2 ½-inch cubes

A cocktail like no other - our delicately etched prism cocktail ice makes 
an extra-large geometric cube that transforms your drink into a true 

work of art.

Our intricately etched crystal cocktail ice features four extra-large 
cubes resembling brilliant cut crystals that rival the drinks themselves.

2.6” x 2.6” x 2.2”

5.6” x 5.6” x 2.4”

|  Freezer Solutions
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The extra large, crystal clear cube is a visually stunning 
accompaniment to your favorite spirits.

Makes one extra large, crystal clear ice cube

Clear Ice Mold

4.5 x 4.5 x 6 inches

Tall, rectangular spears, ideal for tonic or soda drinks.

Makes four 41/2-inch spears

Collins Ice Tray

7.7 x 5.5 x 1.8 Inches

|  Freezer Solutions
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@acozycasa, @jerischoi, @urbangoods.co, @mhp_eats, @elle_1210, @cookwith.cam, @bunchofbri, @prettyinpistachio

W&P #InTheWild

@wandpdesign
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Premium cocktail mixers and kits that let you be the bartender.
From small batch syrups to full DIY sets, everything you need to 
muddle, mix, and stir your way to next-level cocktails.

Elevate Your Cocktails
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Be the bartender.

Small-batch production.

Just add liquor — or bubbles.

Our syrups and cocktail kits are designed for specific cocktails, but you can 

unleash your inner Stanley Tucci — mix and muddle, infuse some ice, add a 

garnish, or pour some bubbles. Cheers to creativity.

Each zero-proof cocktail syrup or kit provides everything you need to craft 

classic cocktails for any occassion - just add liquor (or seltzer for a mocktail).

|  ELEVATE YOUR COCKTAILS

Crafted in small batches from the best ingredients; tasted and tested to make 

a perfect cocktail, every time. Keep it stocked on your bar cart or bring it to a 

picnic or get-together.

Elevate Your Cocktails
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Hot Toddy 
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes everything you need to make two Hot 
Toddys at home: small-batch ginger syrup, all-natural 

lemon packets, cinnamon sticks, 1/2 oz jigger, a 
travel-size bar spoon, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

Italian Spritz 
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes the tools to craft two sparkling spritz 
cocktails, including a refreshing citrus cocktail 

syrup, a recipe card anda linen coaster.

Old Fashioned  
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes everything you need to make two 
Old Fashioneds at home: small-batch aromatic 
bitters, cane sugar, a travel-size bar spoon and 

muddler, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

Moscow Mule  
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes everything you need to make two 
Moscow Mules at home: small-batch ginger 

syrup, 1/2 oz jigger, a travel-size bar spoon,
a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

Champagne 
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes everything you need to make two 
Champagne Cocktails at home: small-batch 
elderflower syrup, 1/2 oz jigger, a travel-size 
bar spoon, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

Margarita 
Craft Cocktail Kit

Includes everything you need to make two 
Margaritas at home: small-batch margarita 

syrup, rimming salt  , 1/2 oz jigger, a travel-size 
bar spoon, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

|  ELEVATE YOUR COCKTAILS
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The Moscow Mule 
Virtual Happy Hour Cocktail Kit

The Old Fashioned 
Virtual Happy Hour Cocktail Kit

The Margarita 
Virtual Happy Hour Cocktail Kit

Includes the tools to craft two classic Old Fashioned cocktails
at your desk: small-batch aromatic bitters, cane sugar, a desk-size

bar spoon and muddler, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

Includes the tools to craft two flavorful Moscow Mules  
at your desk: small-batch ginger syrup, 1/2 oz jigger, a  
desk-size bar spoon, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

Invite a friend to happy hour! A kit for them, a kit for you - these limited

edition kits feature all the tools and syrups you need to turn your spirit of choice

into a cocktail. Just add the hard stuff and dial into your happy hour!

Virtual Happy Hour Cocktail Kits

Includes the tools to craft two Margaritas at your desk:  
small-batch margarita syrup, rimming salt, 1/2 oz jigger,  
a desk-size bar spoon, a recipe card, and a linen coaster.

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches 4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

4.5 x 3.3 x 1.1 inches

|  ELEVATE YOUR COCKTAILS
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Moscow Mule  
Cocktail Syrup

Old Fashioned 
Cocktail Syrup 

Crafted from fresh ginger, cane sugar,
and lime juice, this small-batch craft

syrup is perfectly proportioned to mix
up a classic Moscow Mule.

Crafted from Demerara sugar and
aromatic bitters, this small-batch craft
syrup is perfectly proportioned to mix

up a classic Old Fashioned. 

Available in 8 oz (makes 16 cocktails)
and 1 oz (makes 2 cocktails)

Available in 8 oz (makes 16 cocktails)
and 1 oz (makes 2 cocktails)

Hot Toddy  
Cocktail Syrup

Crafted from fresh ginger, cane sugar, 
lemon, and cinnamon, this small-batch
craft syrup is perfectly proportioned to

mix up a delicious Hot Toddy

Available in 8 oz (makes 16 cocktails)

Made in the USAMade in the USA Made in the USA

Spicy Margarita  
Cocktail Syrup

Crafted from real lime juice, cane sugar, 
and chili spice, this small-batch craft

syrup is perfectly proportioned to mix
up a delicious Spicy Margarita.

Available in 8 oz (makes 16 cocktails)
and 1 oz (makes 2 cocktails)

Light Margarita
Cocktail Syrup

Crafted from real lime juice and 100% 
light agave, this small-batch craft syrup is 
perfectly proportioned to mix up a classic 

Margarita with only 30 calories per serving. 

Available in 8 oz (makes 16 cocktails)
and 1 oz (makes 2 cocktails)

Made in the USA Made in the USA

|  ELEVATE YOUR COCKTAILS
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Cocktail Syrup Set

Contains the Spicy Margarita,  
Moscow Mule, and Old Fashioned syrups. 

3 piece sets | Made in the USA

Available in 8 oz and 1 oz sets
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@strawberrylanephotos, @showmethesamples, @theannexrevelstoke, @deisiree_, @cocktailsnob_, @petermckinnon, @cbhowellmontclair

W&P #InTheWild

@wandpdesign
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Crafted from water-resistant hardwood,
polished brass, and stainless steel, this  
multi-purpose blade allows you to peel,
slice, and pick your cocktail ingredients. 

Crafted from water-resistant hardwood,
polished brass, and stainless steel, this

multi-purpose blade makes slicing, spreading,
and spearing cheese a breeze. 

Crafted from water-resistant hardwood,
polished brass, and stainless steel, this multi-
purpose blade features a fold-out corkscrew,
built-in bottle opener, and scalloped blade. 

9 x 2.5 x 1.3 inches 9 x 2.5 x 1.3 inches 9 x 2.5 x 1.3 inches

The Bartender’s Knife The Cheese Knife The Picnic Knife

The Popper

|  GIFTS

Can’t get enough of those crunchy kernels? Inspired by movie marathons and

midnight snacks, these collapsible popcorn bowls provide the immediate satisfaction of 

microwave popcorn in an eco-friendly, waste-free format.

standard
9 cup capacity  |  7.5 x 7.5 x 2 inches

personal
4 cup capacity |  6.5 x 6.1 x 1.7 inches
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 Presenting cocktails as simple, social, and above all, fun—
Shake inspires and enables readers to take the enjoyment of 

delicious craft cocktails into their own hands.

8.6 x 8.5 x 0.8 inches

Shake

By Eric Prum & Josh Williams

With more than 50 recipes, Infuse provides easy-to-follow 
instructions, quick tips, and inspiration for boosting the flavor 

of everyday meals.

8.6 x 8.5 x 0.8 inches

Infuse

By Eric Prum & Josh Williams

Ice Tray Treats

From froyo pops to panna cotta, cheesecake bites to chocolate truffles,  
this collection of 40+ recipes for no-bake desserts is an ingenious  

alternative to traditional pastry cookbooks.  
 

Pair with our Peak Everyday and Extra Large Ice Trays (Page 29).

9 x 6 x 1 inches

By Olivia Mack McCool 

LUNCH!

8 x 8 x 1 inches

Master grocery shopping, prepping, and assembling healthy  
(and Instagram-worthy) midday meals with 100+ mix-and-match  

recipes, structured in 10 thematic weeks.  
 

Pair with our ceramic or plastic Porter Bowl (Page 18)

By Olivia Mack McCool 
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Gather Around Cocktails

A collection of cocktail recipes for entertaining and festive
occasions — from the holidays you celebrate every year, to the

ones you’ll want to start celebrating.

By Aaron Goldfarb

6.8 x 8.3 inches

10.5 x 8.5 x 1 inches

Host

Host is our co-founder’s tribute to the joys of entertaining: a
modern guide to eating, drinking, and feeding your friends —

from intimate apartment dinners to outdoor feasts.

By Eric Prum and Josh Williams

|  GIFTS

Eat What You Watch + Popper

This recipe collection showcases more than 40 of the most
memorable dishes ever captured on film, curated by Andrew Rea —

the creator of the wildly popular YouTube series Binging with Babish.  

Pair with our collapsible silicone Popcorn Popper (Page 44).

By Andrew Rea

10.3 x 8.3 x 0.7 inches
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Hydropod

This hydroponic set contains everything home gardeners need to  
experience the process of soil-free farming, including a frosted glass 
Hydropod and ingredients for growing edible herbs. Boasting a small 

footprint, the self-contained system is ideal for desktops, windowsills,  
and other indoor spaces.

3.8 x 4.3 x 4.25 inches 5.7 x 3.4 x 3.4 inches

Cocktail Canteen

The Cocktail Canteen is an insulated cocktail shaker filled with  
all of the tools you need to make great drinks anywhere, anytime.  

Containing a collapsible jigger/shot glass, a telescoping bar spoon,  
a mini funnel, a TSA-compliant glass dropper bottle, and a  

combo peeler/zester.

|  GIFTS

 A collaboration with The Chili Lab, this kit includes the spice 
blends and tools needed to craft two uniquely flavorful hot 

sauces at home.

6.8 x 6.8 x 5.5 inches

Homemade Hot Sauce Kit

13.5 x 10.3 x 4 inches

Transform a simple bottle of vodka into an outstanding 
bottle of homemade gin in just 36 hours using these custom 

herbal blends.

Homemade Gin Kit
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@raffoperez, @kelseynixon, @bibiography, @mariamidoes, @awkdrea

W&P #InTheWild

@wandpdesign
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Interested in customized products? We’re here to help. Our products offer 
multiple options for branded customization, corporate gifting, marketing 
giveaways, or value-add promotions. Customization options include packaging, 
engraving, and more. Minimum order quantities apply.

To request more information or a quote, contact sales@wandp.com

Events + Promotions

Membership Welcome Kits

HR Onboarding / Milestones

Trade Show Giveaways

Gifts With Purchase

Sales Incentives

Customization

VIP Outreach

College Pride

Hospitality
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Norway
Mission Brands
victoria@missionbrands.no
+47 98250035

Singapore/Malaysia
ERGO (Front & Center Pte Ltd)
hello@front-center.com
www.ergobetter.co

South Korea
Polgarden Living
polgarden@navar.com

Taiwan
TaoBaby 
janet.h@taobaby.com.tw
www.taobaby.com.tw

Colombia
Estibol S.A.S
www.estibol.net

South Africa
Reusetarian (Pty) Ltd 
gail@reusetarian.co.za
+27 (82) 8225934
www.reusetarian.co.za

Other Territories
Contact sales@wandp.com

United Kingdom & Ireland
Stone Marketing Ltd.
+44 (0)1732 771 771
sales@stonegift.com
stonemarketing.com

Canada
Shadowbox (A Youngson Division)
+1 416 441-9696
shadowbox-youngson.com

Australia & New Zealand
UNTIL
+61 02 9119 8700
hello@until.com.au 
until.com.au

General Inquiries
Email us at sales@wandpdesign.com

Pricelist
To request a current pricelist contact your  
Sales Manager or sales@wandpdesign.com

International

Wholesale Ordering

Domestic Ordering
Midwest & Eastern States 
sales@wandpdesign.com

Western, Southwest & Mountain States
AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV,  
OR, UT, WA, WY 
Keena Co.  
415 831 8809 
info@keenaco.com 
keenaco.com

|  WHOLESALE
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Wholesale Portal
Have yet to take our Wholesale Portal for a spin? We’ve improved  
your shopping experience with detailed stock availability, a robust  
image and video library, and automated checkout — no matter  
when you choose to shop.

To request access, contact your Sales Manager or email  
sales@wandp.com
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wandp.com l @wandpdesign


